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Surface plasmons enhance optical transmission through subwavelength holes
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Optically thick metal films perforated with a periodic array of subwavelength holes show exceptional
transmission properties. The zero-order transmission spectra exhibit well-defined maxima and minima of which
the positions are determined by the geometry of the hole array. We show that the minima are the collection of
loci for Wood’s anomaly, which occurs when a diffracted beam becomes tangent to the film, and that the
maxima are the result of a resonant excitation of surface plasmons~SP’s!. SP’s from both surfaces of the metal
film are apparent in the dispersion diagram, independent of which side of the film is illuminated, indicating an
anomalously strong coupling between the two sides. This leads to wavelength-selective transmission with
efficiencies that are about 1000 times higher than that expected for subwavelength holes.
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On the surface of a metal, collective excitations of t
electron density lead to the formation of surface plasm
~SP! polaritons.1 Light in the visible to near-infrared rang
does not couple to surface plasmons on a smooth meta
interface; however, a periodic structure allows the opti
probing of the surface plasmon dispersion, in a well-defin
Brillouin zone. SP polaritons have in general been obser
in reflection mode on metallized gratings, appearing as
absorption feature in the intensity of a diffracted order,
lowing the study of the band structure.2–8

Recently, we reported on the highly unusualtransmission
properties of metal films perforated with a periodic array
subwavelength holes.9 In these samples the interaction of th
incident radiation with the surface plasmons leads to an
hancement of the transmission. The zero-order transmis
spectra are characterized by well-defined maxima
minima of which the positions are determined by the geo
etry of the hole array. Most surprisingly, we have observ
transmission at wavelengths up to ten times the hole di
eter with efficiencies that can exceed unity when normali
to the area of the holes, where standard aperture theo10

predicts a transmission efficiency of order 1023.
In this article we analyze the zero-order transmiss

spectra in a significant fraction of the Brillouin zone. W
have identified the minima as being due to Wood
anomaly,11 which is observed in diffraction gratings when
diffracted order becomes tangent to the plane of the grat
We further show that the transmission maxima are the re
of a resonant excitation of surface plasmons. Moreover,
demonstrate that the surface plasmons on both sides o
metal film are excited equally strongly by the incident ligh
This implies that the very high transmission efficiencies o
served are related to an anomalously strong coupling of
SP modes onboth sides of the metal film through the hole

The samples are optically thick Ag films of thickne
0.2<t<0.5 mm, thermally evaporated onto a quartz su
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strate. A Micrion 9500 focused ion beam~FIB! system was
used to fabricate cylindrical cavities in a square array.9 Fig-
ure 1 shows a FIB image of such an array with perioda0
5900 nm in an Ag film, witht5200 nm, and hole diamete
d5150 nm; the gray scale shows the grain structure of
polycrystalline film. Zero-order transmission spectra we
obtained with a Cary-5 spectrophotometer using incohe
light sources with a wavelength range 0.2<l<3.3 mm. The
sample is defined to lie in the (x,y) plane~see the inset of
Fig. 3!; rotating it around they axis by 1° increments, up to
u550°, allows a study of the dispersion relation in thekW x

direction. The latter is given bykx5ukW0usinu, where ukW0u
52p/l is the wave vector of the incident radiation;l is the
wavelength measuredin vacuo. The wavelength resolution
of the measurement wasDl52 nm. By placing apertures in
the incident beam an angular resolution ofDu50.7° was
achieved.

We briefly mention some of the salient observations
these arrays.9 The zero-order transmission spectra of an

FIG. 1. Focused ion beam image of a two-dimensional h
array in a polycrystalline silver film, with film thicknesst5200 nm,
hole diameterd5150 nm, and perioda05900 nm.
6779 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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film with a05600 nm andd5150 nm is shown in Fig. 2 for
normal incidence (u50!. The film thickness is 200 nm
which is much larger than the skin depth (;20 nm! and yet
too small compared to the wavelengths used to allow
waveguiding inside the cylindrical cavities. The Ag bu
plasmon is visible as a sharp resonance atl5323 nm, but it
has no discernible influence on the rest of the spectra
longer wavelengths, the spectrum is characterized by a s
maxima and minima of which the positions are determin
by the geometry of the array, as we will discuss below.
the maxima, a surprisingly large transmission is observed
this caseT;10%. Since the holes cover;5% of the total
area of the film, this corresponds to a transmission efficie
exceeding unity, when the transmission is normalized to
intensity of the light directly impinging on the holes. Th
results areidentical whether the illumination impinges on th
quartz-metal or the air-metal interface. The transmission
properties of hole arrays fabricated in other metals, such
Al, Au or Cr, are similar. However, it is crucial that the film
be metallic: In a hole array fabricated in an amorphous
film that is nonmetallic, the transmission efficiencies are v
small at all wavelengths and limited by the absorption in
semiconductor.

A near-field scanning optical microscope~NSOM! was
used to explore the intensity distribution of light emergi
from the hole arrays such as the one shown in Fig. 1, w
illuminated with coherent light. In the near field (z'30 nm!
the light intensity is concentrated at the holes. The thr
dimensional intensity profile obtained at distances up tz
5300mm with the NSOM is consistent with light emanatin
from a two-dimensional array of coherently oscillating d
poles positioned at the holes of the metal film~albeit with a
surprisingly large amplitude!. This is confirmed by results
from a numerical simulation for 0<z<300 mm as well as
from far-field diffraction experiments with coherent ligh
sources.

The positions of both the maxima and minima in t
transmission vary with the angleu between the normal of the
sample plane and the incident wave vectorkW0 . In Fig. 3 the
transmitted intensity is plotted on a gray scale in the (E,kx)
plane, where the photon energy is given byE5hc/l. The

FIG. 2. Zero-order transmission of Ag film at normal incidenc
a05600 nm, t5200 nm, andd5150 nm. Markers indicate the
wavelengths of surface plasmon modes~solid markers! and Wood’s
anomaly~dashed markers! at the quartz and air interfaces~upper
and lower groups, respectively!.
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maxima appear as a set of bright bands with fairly bro
widths, whereas the minima form dark bands of which t
widths are limited by the resolution of the spectrometer. T
data shown in Fig. 3 are taken forp polarization~the incident
electric fieldEW 0i x̂). For s polarization (EW 0i ŷ), the transmis-
sion spectra are practically independent ofu. While we
pointed out earlier9 that surface plasmons are involved in th
exceptional transmission properties of these arrays, a m
detailed analysis indicates that the spectra are actually d
mined by the superposition of two phenomena, name
Wood’s anomaly and the resonant excitation of the surf
plasmons.

We first focus on the maxima in the zero-order transm
sion, which we show in the following to result from a res
nant interaction of the incident light with surface plasmo
on both surfaces of the metal film. The interaction is ma
allowed by coupling through the grating momentum1 and
obeys conservation of momentum

kW sp5kW x6 iGW x6 jGW y , ~1!

wherekW sp is the surface plasmon wave vector,kW x is the com-
ponent of the incident wave vector that lies in the plane
the sample as defined in Fig. 3,GW x andGW y are the reciprocal
lattice vectors for a square lattice withuGW xu5uGW yu52p/a0 ,
and i, j are integers. In order to make a comparison with
data, we use a surface plasmon dispersion appropriate
smooth film,1 ignoring in a first approximation the fact tha
the holes in the film may cause both a significant change
the plasmon dispersion and a large coupling between
front and back surfaces of the metal film:

;

FIG. 3. Transmission intensity~gray scale; arbitrary units! as a
function of photon energy andkx . The horizontal white line atE
'1.5 eV is an artifact of the experiment. The inset shows the
ometry of the experiment.
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ukW spu5
v

c S e1e2

e11e2
D 1/2

. ~2!

Herev is the frequency,«1 is the dielectric constant of th
interface medium, and«2 is that of the metal. Equations~1!
and ~2! are solved for arbitrarykx , taking into account the
frequency dependence of the dielectric constant of silve12

to obtain the surface plasmon dispersionE(kx) for a two-
dimensionally corrugated surface witha05600 nm shown as
the solid lines in Fig. 4.

At normal incidenceu50, Eqs.~1! and ~2! reduce to

„i 21 j 2
…

1/2l5a0S «1«2

«11«2
D 1/2

. ~3!

The peak positions corresponding to selected values of (i , j )
are indicated by vertical markers~solid lines! in Fig. 2. From
Eq. ~2! it follows that the two interfaces to the metallic film
are distinguishable since«151 for air and«152.16 for the
quartz substrate on which the metal film was deposited
other words, resonant modes have different energies on
two sides, which is apparent in the spectra: When ind
matching fluid (n'1.5) is applied to the metal-air interfac
the set of maxima associated with the metal-air interface
no longer present in the transmission spectra. As an exam
the set of peaks centered atl'950 nm (E'1.3 eV! is asso-
ciated with the SP mode of the Ag-quartz interface withi 2

1 j 251. In the absence of SP interactions, this mode is fo
fold degenerate foru50. Figures 3 and 4 show that th
(61,0! modes have a fairly large dispersion, while for sm
kx the ~0,61! modes show no dispersion since only thex
component of the wave vector is changed.

FIG. 4. Predicted energy dispersion of surface plasmons~solid
lines! and loci of Wood’s anomaly~dashed lines!, superposed on
the data of Fig. 3. The Brillouin zone boundary is atp/a0

50.005 24 nm21.
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We identify the transmission minima as the result
Wood’s anomaly,11 which was observed in diffraction grat
ings and occurs when a diffracted order becomes tangen
the plane of the grating. When the order disappears, the l
intensity is redistributed among the remaining orders; it h
been suggested13 that the intensity in the grazing order show
a significant increase before being extinguished, causing
anomalous reduction in the lower-order intensities. The c
dition for Wood’s anomaly is similar to Eq.~1!, but instead
of creating a surface plasmon mode with wave vectorksp , a
diffracted wave grazes the surface, in a direction given
( i , j ). The wave vector of the grazing light is given b
kdi f f5nv/c52pn/l, wheren5A«1 is the index of refrac-
tion of the dielectric medium~either n51 for air or n
51.47 for quartz!, assuming absorption can be ignored. F
the one-dimensional casei 50, Eq. ~3! reduces to the famil-
iar condition j l5na0 . ~In treating the orders that are dif
fracted into the dielectric, one has to take into account
diffraction at the quartz-air interface, governed by Sne
law; we note that the abscissa of Figs. 3 and 4 iskx

5k0 sinu, whereu is measured in air.! The dashed marker
in Fig. 2 and the dashed lines in Fig. 4 show the loci
Wood’s anomaly calculated for a square array with per
a05600 nm.

As an example we consider again the case ofi 21 j 251
for the quartz-metal interface (l5na05882 nm orE'1.4
eV; see Figs. 2–4!. This minimum has a fourfold degenerac
for u50 since the diffracted beams are grazing for (i , j )
5(61,0) and (0,61). As the incident angleu becomes fi-
nite, the~1,0! mode emerges from the surface and a lon
wavelength is required to make it grazing again; the oppo
holds for the~21,0! mode, which requires a shorter wav
length in order to graze the surface. As in the case of the
dispersion, at smallu the (0,61) modes remain at the sam
l since the sample is rotated about they axis and only the
diffraction in thex direction is affected.

Figure 4 shows the very good agreement between the
and the predicted loci for Wood’s anomaly for the minima
l>0.5 mm. At shorter wavelengths~higher photon energy!
both maxima and minima occur so close together that t
are not resolved in our measurement. It is surprising to
the equally good agreement to the dispersion of the sur
plasmons according to Eqs.~1! and ~2!, especially since the
latter does not take into account the presence of the ho
These are expected to lead both to coupling of surface p
mon modes on the same surface, as well as coupling
modes on both sides of the metal film. The symmetry of
transmission with respect to the illumination side shows t
this coupling is extremely strong, which should lead to lar
level repulsions or energy gaps in the dispersion relati
While we estimated the size of the gaps earlier,9 it is now
clear that the presence of Wood’s anomaly prevents the
rect measurements of such gaps. The width of the minim
limited by the dispersiondk of the incident beam, consisten
with the Wood’s anomaly being a purely geometric effect.
contrast, the width of the maxima is not limited by the res
lution of this experiment. The peak widths may be due
inhomogeneous broadening from irregularities in the holes
alternatively they may reflect the lifetime of the surfa
plasmons.14
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It is useful to compare the hole arrays with several ot
structures. Transmission efficiencies approaching unity h
been reported in a smooth~unmodulated! silver film, but
only at small film thickness (t5600 Å! and in a symmetric
situation in which the dielectric constant of the adjacent m
dia must be identical.15 In contrast, in the work reported
here, the transmission enhancement is mediated by the s
coupling of surface plasmon modes on both sides of
metal film through the holes, despite the fact that the fi
thickness far exceeds the skin depth of the metal (;20 nm!,
and the media on the two sides have significantly differ
indices of refraction. In addition, in the transmission spec
of a one-dimensional array of gold wires,16 a resonant ab-
sorption~rather than transmission! feature has been identifie
with a surface plasmon resonance. In that system the
wires are isolated from one another, unlike the case for
multiply connected film. Another relevant class of structu
are periodic multidieletric structures, in which cohere
backscattering leads to the formation of photonic bands
band gaps, similar to the formation of energy bands for e
trons in crystalline solids.17 Such structures can be manip
m
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lated to allow the selective transmission of photons travel
in the plane of the modulation.17–19 In contrast, even though
the surface plasmons in our films are confined to the m
surfaces, their interactions with the incident radiation lea
to selectively enhanced transmission in a direction norma
the plane of the film.

The very high transmission efficiencies, together with t
subwavelength resolution, make these structures attrac
for possible application in nanofabrication technology. A d
tailed understanding of the mechanism leading to the
hanced transmission will require a rigorous theory, wh
must take into account the anomalous coupling of the
modes on both metal surfaces through the holes. Exp
ments are now under way which are expected to elucidate
coupling between the surface plasmon modes on the
surfaces of the metal film.

We thank P. A. Wolff, J. A. Giordmaine, M. M. J. Treacy
R. A. Linke, and D. J. Chadi for discussions. We are parti
larly grateful to P. A. Wolff for suggesting surface plasmo
as a mechanism for enhanced transmission.
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